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GeoPotential FEE SCHEDULE      January 2007 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

  Fees for "CONVENTIONAL UTILITY LOCATING SURVEYS"  
 (CONVENTIONAL UTILITY LOCATING SURVEYS consist of locating conductive utility pipes 
and cables such as water lines, gas lines, product lines, metal sewer pipes and power and 
communication cables. The results are marked on the site and the results verbally reviewed with the 
client.)  

  
  Hourly Fees (1 hour minimum) 
   - Utility Locator .......…………….... $ 95.00 / hour 
   - Mob/Demob ................................... $ 1.50 / mile 
   - Per Diem ........................................ $ 85.00 / day / person 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Fees for "SUBSURFACE MAPPING SURVEYS" and 

"DOWN HOLE VIDEO LOGGING SURVEYS" 
 SUBSURFACE MAPPING SURVEYS are geophysical surveys using ground penetrating radar, 
magnetics and electromagnetics. The results are marked on the site and verbally reviewed with the 
client. Also included is a written report along with maps, profiles and a site diagram. In addition to 
utilities listed above MAPPING SURVEYS also include surveys for underground storage tanks, 
waste drums, shallow geology, groundwater, landfills, etc.) 
(DOWNHOLE VIDEO LOGGING SURVEYS consists of providing a videotape of the logging 
session, which includes audible notes and comments recorded during the survey.) 

 
 - Minimum Site Fee (includes two hours of surveying) ... $ 250.00 
 
 - Hourly charge beyond first two hours 
           Senior Geophysicist ............. $ 100.00 / hour 
           Field Assistant ...................... $ 35.00 / hour 
 
 - Report Writing ............................. $ 70.00 / hour  
 - Mob/Demob .................................. $ 1.50 / mile 
 - Per Diem ........................................ $ 85.00 / day / person 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Fees for "RESIDENTIAL UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SCANS" 

Private residences are scanned for shallow tanks and ancillary piping. Hand held magnetic and 
electromagnetic instruments provide a cursory scan usually sufficient for property transfers. Results 
are marked on the Site and described in a brief summary. 
 - Residence .................................. $ 95.00 ($ 85.00 if paid on Site) 
 - Mob/Demob .............................. $ 1.50 / mile (after the first 30 miles) 
 - Per Diem ................................... $ 85.00 / day / person 
 


